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Images for Baseball: The Illustrated History Of Americas Game Baseball has 4 ratings and 1 review. Baseball turns 150 in 1989, and Donald Honig has created a very special birthday gift in its honor. Weighty, authori...
Baseball Between the Lines: Baseball in the Forties and Fifties As Told by the Men Who Played It. Donald
Baseball: The Illustrated History of Americas Game by. - eBay Title: Baseball America The Heroes of the Game
and the Times of Their Glory Bindings: HC. Baseball: The Illustrated History of Americas Game Hardcover
Uses photographs to trace the development of America's national sport, identify key players, describe the highlights of each season. Classic Baseball: The Photographs of Walter Iooss Jr. Dave Anderson. 4.4 out of 5 stars 5. Hardcover. $10.61. Neil Leifer: Ballet in the Dirt: The Golden Age of Baseball. Eric Knoll. 4.5 out of 5 stars 14. Hardcover. $44.60. World Series: An Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Fall Classic. Josh Leventhal. 5.0 out of 5 stars 5. Hardcover. $34.99 Prime. Sports Illustrated The Baseball Book Expanded Edition. Editors of Sportsâ€] 4.6 out of 5 stars 80. Hardcover. $39.50 Prime. Baseball in the '50s: A Decade of Transition, An Illustrated History. Donald Honig. 5.0 out of 5 stars 1. Stories abound that illustrate baseball's significance in eradicating racial barriers, bringing neighborhoods together, building civic pride, and creating on the field of play an instructive civics lesson for immigrants on the national character. In A People's History of Baseball, Mitchell Nathanson probes the less well-known but no less meaningful other side of baseball: episodes. A People's History of Baseball challenges the perspective of the well-known, deeply entrenched, hyper-patriotic stories of baseball and offers an incisive alternative history of America's much-loved national pastime. eISBN: 978-0-252-09392-0. Subjects: History, Anthropology. Having achieved the status they so longed for, the baseball "magnatesâ€ relished every From an award-winning graphic artist and baseball historian comes a strikingly original illustrated history of baseball's forgotten heroes, including stars of the Negro Leagues, barnstorming teams, semi-pro leagues, foreign leagues, and famous players like Shoeless Joe Jackson, Jackie Robinson, Willie Mays, and Joe DiMaggio before they achieved notoriety. Since the advent of the game, baseball has attracted a slew of oddballs and outcasts. Take a guy like Moe Berg. Dihigo started spending the summers in America playing with some of the best blackball clubs around, such as the Homestead Grays and Hilldale Daisies.